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1. The period of 2003-04 to 2013-[4 may be divided into two 

more or less equal phases the first, a period of high growth 
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3) 2 

988 

with low inflation and the second, one of low growth with 

high inflation.' Explain the factors responsible for the "Great 

Reversal. Also discuss the policy interventions required to 

revive growth. 
10+5 

Review the developments in India's trade over the last decade 
q 2003-04 3TT 2013-14 ITEs 

à-vis global trends and analyse the changing direction and 

composition of India's exports and imports. Discuss the 

strategic steps that can contribute to correcting the growing 

10+5 trade imbalance. 

Or(3727a) 

Ori3TraT
The overall macroeconomic picture in India has not been 

With outbreak of the global financial crisis in 2008 the debate bright since 2011. Review recent màcroeconomic developments 
has reached a flashpoint prompting the academics and in India. Discuss the policy agenda for the recovery of growth 

15 

P.T.O. 
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policymakers to question the wisdom of unfettered financial 

globalization.' In light of this statement, provide a detailed f5 470 f4fA 4U ara T , Rai 3ETHd GYIa 

analysis of India's pattern and experience of financial 

globalization. 
15 

2008 a¥a6 faiia FH2 A E, fTTta 

ir3ffaa farita 
In principle, stock operations should be an infra-marginal 

transfer, as such they should not be a cause for food price 

increase. Evaluate India's agricultural price policy/food grain 

management policy in terms of its impact on food security 
3. It is ironic that in a country with nearly 470 million workers,

as well as profitability of farming (in wheat and rice). 15 
all evidence indicates extreme and even increasing reluctance 

of Indian entrepreneurs to employ unskilled workers.' Critically 

examine the role of complex labour laws in context of the 

absence of large-scale firms in the labour-intensive sectors in 

India. Suggest some reforms that are urgently needed in the 

15 labour legislations. 

P.T.O 
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5. Discuss the dynamics and sources of productivity growth in 

. Review India's experience of the recent trends and patterns 

Indian Agriculture. What policies should be followed to achieve 
in foreign direct investment (FDI) and foreign portfolio 

an ecologically and economically sustainable agriculture ? 15 
investment (FPI) flows. Has Indía been able to harness their 

15 
development potential fully ? Justify your answer. 

afe? 

6. "The objective of modern anti-trust is to prevent market players 

from restricting competition in ways that are harmful to 

f4s fsTI efficiency and consumer welfare." In light of this statement, 

8. Services have been a critical part of the overall economic providea critical analysis of 'The Competition Act, 2002 

15 
reform and liberalization process in India.' Discuss the trends discussing its strengths and limitations. 

in growth, employment, trade and capital flows in India's 3HT5 afaR fauet fa 377, a 

service sector in recent years. Examine the case for further 

liberalization of the service sector to yield sector-specific and 

economy-wide gains in terms of growth export, efficiency and 

competitiveness. 10+5 

P.T.O. 
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1 (a)Examine the view that there is no relation between 3 The Solow prediction of unconditional convergence 
does not 

income and life expectancy among the better off hold empirically. Does the weaker hypothesis of conditional 

countries of the world. convergence help to prove that the poorer 
countries tend to 

8 

show a higher rate of growth as predicted by Solow ? 7,8 

Discuss the significance of the Human Development 

(a) Outline an endogenous model of deliberate technical 
Index as a measure of wellbeing. 

4 

progress assuming a fixed supply of human capital, 

7.5 bringing out how it is an endogenous model. 

Describe the main features of economic reforms in India and 

China. Explain why India has failed to achieve labour intensive 

15 industrialization unlike China. 

(6) Explain a mechanism to quantify technical progress as 

a residual in the growth equation and examine its 

7.5 drawbacks. 

P.T.O. 
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TE Nafa 1 S 1000 54T I 2000 

5. The economy of Ginisen has ten people and two sectors 

(traditional and modern). In the year 1995, three people live 

in the modern sector and earn $ 2000 per month. The rest 

(a) 1995 3R 2015 354T: T faR ft TUT% 
live in the traditional sector and earn $ 1000 per month. As 

a result of new investments in the modern sector during the 

2000s, two people moved out of the traditional sector by year 

2015 to take up new jobs in the modern sector 

Calculate the Gini coefficient (GC) and coefficient of (a) 
HTf fe rtaET yTHTE $ 1500 I (6) 

variation (CV) of the income distributions in 1995 and 

2015 respectively. Without drawing the Lorenz curves,

discuss the inequality nkings and a specific feature 
"Measuring poverty at the local level is straightforward, 6. (a) 

12 that these Lorenz curves would depict. 
at the national level it is hard but manageable, but at 

Suppose the poverty line is $1500 per month. Compute (b) the level of the world as a whole, it is extremely 

difficult." Discuss. 8 
the poverty gap ratio before and after the change. 3 

P.T.O 
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Explain how the linkage effects of different primary 
8. 

989 

commodities can both stimulate growth as well as cause 

15 
immiserisation. 

(b) Discuss the dynamics of wealth inequality in Europe 

and the US in the 20th century. 1 

7. Neither the state nor the market is uniformly successful in 

enabling individuals to sustain long-term, productive use of 

natural resource systems. Discuss using examples from game 

15 theory. 

500 
989 
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1 Suppose a firm hiring for a new job knows that there are 

two groups of applicants of roughly equal proportions. One 

group has a productivity of 2 and the other of 1. Further 

suppose that the productivity levels are immutable and the 

P.T.O. 
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employers cannot readily distinguish which applicants are from (d) Show that using any years of education e'> e* as 

which group. Employèrs come to believe that applicants with the required signal cannot be socially optimum. 

at least e* years of education are the ones with productivity 
2 and that those with less than e* years are in. the lower 

productivity group. 

(a) If additional schooling does not enhance productivity, 
under what condition would requiring the signal e* 35 9fadta 7T f 31THI 

help distinguish between the twvo groups of 

applicants ? 2 

( What is the impact of education being costless ? 

2 T f9 aT e* 4 4 Discuss specifically the role that psychic costs of 

education play in enhancing the usefulness of this 

signaling model. () 

(c) Assume that each year of eduaction costs C for those 

with lower productivity levels and C/2 for those with 
higher productivity levels. Using an appropriate diagram

(b) explain very briefly the choices of the years of education 

that both groups will make by taking into account their 

lifetime earnings. 

P.T.O. 
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(b) What, according to Deaton and Dréze (2009), are the (c) 

reasons for the decline in per capita calorie intake in 

India ? 12 

3HfTa 3ATY 
(a) AR A TT B R7 fAaaram r 

TT T2T 

RAR A frATT B 

(d) 
Rs. 10,000 Rs. 5000 

e> e* 51374T HIHITS 
10 

2 Consider two households A and B with the following (a) 

information 

(b) te (2009) THR R u 
Household A Household B 

Total Income Rs. 10,000 Rs. 5000 

10 3 Suppose there is a population of individuals whose number Household Size 

is normalized to one. Let n e [0,1] be the fraction of individuals Which household is richer compared to the ,other 

who are immunized. The probability of contracting an infectious household ? Elucidate your answer giving the economic 

disease is given by pín) =Po(l-n), where Po is the probability theories. 

P.T.O. 
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of contracting the disease when none in the population is 

immunized. Assume that the vacination provided is fully 

effective. Individuals are identical in all aspects' and the cost HTATA TTA C 

of illness is assumed to be the same across all individuals fs feer 
and is equal to one. The marg1nal cost of the vaccination 

is a constant. c. 

(a) Derive the private and social marginal benefit. What is (6) 

CTTS the relationship between the two ? 

(c) (6) Show diagrammatically the private optimum and the 

7HTG ? SOcial optimum. 

4. (a) Consider a life-saving drug X to control the spread of (c) What are the possible reasons that make governmentu 

5 malaria. The government is the sole supplier of this drug policy makers pursue full immunization ? 

and provides X amount of this drug at price Po The 

linear demand function for the drug X is D (X) = d (P). 
To incentivize the public to consume more of drug X, 

the government gives a subsidy of S rupees on this 

drug. Let the price after subsidy be P. 

P.T.O 
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Discuss the eftect ot this subsidy n the demand 

(a) 
for immnunization for malaria, when the demand 

2 function is as given above. 

(ii) How will your answer change if the demand for 

x fT Ea 4iT 5 D (r) = d (p) EI TIIE, drug X is prevalence elastic ? Discuss the feedback 

effect of subsidized preventive actions of the 

5 government. 

at,fTTÀ P (b) What are the effects of varying quality of medical care 

() services on the demand for these services ? 

(c) Calculate the Index of Dissimilarity of males and females, 

given the information below 

(i) Males Females Occupation 

X HT THR ER ? EAR HfYST 
20 40 

aT f ai-7¥T 
A 

25 40 B 

20 25 
(b) 

C 

70 100 Total 

P.T.O. 
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(a) (c) 

TCTU 3THHTAA 

): 79.3, H T T IM: 7.9, AH 

fyTT 3fem aui: 13.8, 777 TZ A 40 20 

HT: (2011, PPP S) 16,509 (TA: In (75000) = 11.23; 

B 40 25 
In (100) = 4.61; In (16509) = 9.71; Vo4539=0.7685} 

C 20 25 

(b) 100 70 

5. (a) Calculate Human Development Index (HDI) with the 

following data : Life expectancy (years): 79.3, Mean 

(c) years of schooling : 7.9, Expected years of schooling: 
13.8. Gross National Income: (2011, PPP S) 16,509 

[Hint In (75000) = 11.23; In (100) = 4.61; 

(a) Ashok, age 40, is suffering from cancer and hence he 
6- In (16509 = 9.71; V0.4539 =0.7685] 3 

values his life at 0.5 of.a healthy year. He has two 

(b) While creating the dimension index for a decent standard 
choices 

of living, why is the natural logarithm of income being 
Choice l: Don't go for any treatment. 

2 used ? 

Choice 2: Go for a treatment which will provide him (c) Comment on the causal links between health and 

full health with probability 0.7, but might result in his education, both from intra-generational and inter- 

death with probability 0.3. 10 

P.T.O. 
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1 (a) Suppose that MRP 40 0.5L for left-handed workers, 
He is expected to live up to 80 years. What is the 

where L = the number of left-handed workers and MRP 
probability that would leave him indifferent between 

is measured in rupees per hour. The going wage for. choice 1 and choice 2 ? 

left-handed workers is Rs. 20 per hour, but employer (6) Explain briefly the three methods used for valuing the A discriminates against these workers and has a 

discrimination coefficient, D, of Rs. 10 per hour. Graph 12 
benefits of health projects. 

the MRP curve and show how many left-handed (a) 375, TZ 40, THR T yif�a siR v 
workers employer A hires. How much profit has 

emptoyer A lost by discriminating ? 

fachcy 
Give reasons why it is suspected that the estimated (b) 

rates of return on investments in education might be fec1: THT 434TR 

4 upward biased. 

(c) Analyse the effect of an increase in demand for fresh 

fre5aT0.7 , TI zf 3E5 T engineers under the framework of the Cobweb Model 

of labour market adjustment. What happens to the error , H TfYhaI 0.3 

in adjustment when agents follow rational expectations 

instead of purely myopic expectations? [Hint : Engineering 

5 
RT I fa facu 1 3HR 2 

is a four-year program. 

7. (a) 3 ? 
TT MRP = 40 - 0.5L, 6L = I 7 

(6) 

P.T.O. 
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(b) Explain why present-oriented people are less likely to 

invest in education than forward-looking people (ceteris 

paribus) ? A ST R U HGH TUIT5, D,. 10 

(a) 

STT 7 FH4 T T4T, f 374T 

(b 

(b) 

(a) India has come close to achieving universal énrolment 

rate in recent times, yet the learning achievements at 

both primary and secondary schooling levels are very 

10 low. Critically analyze. 

300 991 . 15 
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3TR if 

1. (a) What is the 'Residency Criterion' recommended in Third 

Working Group Financial Aggregates ? 2 

(6) Explain how money multiplier can be made invariant to 

changes.in .CRR ? 3 

Differentiate between Exogenous, and Endogenouus (c) 

money supply curves. What impact will a rise in 

monetary base have on these curves ? 

() Discuss the Banking System determinants of money 

supply. 4 

P.T.O. 
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deposits as currency. Calculate the total stock of money 

HTYGU (Residency Criterion) ? in the economy. 

(b) HHTE T6 TUTh (money multiplier) 51 h If Central Bank sells INR 100,000 worth of securities 

YHR CRR Tfad 9fadiy through open market operations, what will be the change 

in money stock, deposits and currency holdings ? 5 

(a) ()4TTA (Exogenous) 3 A (Endogenous) 

(asymmetric) ART GRI TTAT 

ATR (monetary base) T q 1 h TT F TaF fafauifai aIEÀI 

(b) 3,50,000. 1 Tf7 3TTT 

(d) TETI a 3TYHT ATA (deposits) 20% 

3HTC75 3HTRT (required reserves) R R 

Analyze the impact of imperfect information on lending (a) 3HTGR 3HTRf}TAT (excess reserves) ATR TR TE 

decisions of banks. In this respect, describe the various 7T -TAT 39 H1T T 25% hG (currency) 

strategies employed by banks to counter the problem 

of asymmetric information. 10 

af 71,00,000. t ufatfaaT 

R ae 8, R (money 
The Central Bank maintains a monetary base of INR (b) 

stock), HIT (deposits) 7 9TH 

37 T TTIT (currency holdings) 7 RT 

3,50,000. Banks are nandated to keep 20% of deposits 

as required reserves. If banks keep 5% of their deposits 

as excess reserves and public holds 25% of their 

P.T.O. 
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(1) Comment on th� shape of the yield curve. (a) What are the various categories of financial innovations ? 

(2) Use expectations hypothesis to determine market's Further assess the phenomenon of asset securitization 

forecast of one year rate, in year 2017 10 as a financial innovation. 

(3) What is market forecast of one year rate (b) What factors cause financial crisis in Financial Markets? 

in 2018. Does it provide a rationale for government regulation 

5 (a)3feHiAa T4tarH kTH1 (preferred habitat of financial markets 2 

hypothesis) YTANT YThCY (expectations hypothesis) (a) Ti 4R (financial innovations) 61 tat 
aTy R yThT (segmented markets afura- ? fHT yArT (asset 

hypothesis) T7&U fTT T " securitization) 5t T 7 fTii 7ATR 

(6)46 HA f5 2016 Y qu CD T (b) (6) fT 3I9RI fia Hh7 (financial crisis) Th 

5% , a a CD T 4% TT 

i a CD T 8% 

(1) (yield curve) Tqa feut 

f 

a19R HRI THA (government regulation) 51 

3ITE(rationale) EA T ? 
"The preferred habitat hypothesis combines the key 

(a) 4. 

2) features of both the expectations hypothesis and the 

segmented markets hypothesis." Comment. 10 
(forecast) 5 TUT 5 I 

(6) Assuming the interest rate in 2016 on a one year CD 
IS 5%, on a two year CD is 4% and on a three year 
CD is 8% 
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(a) Discuss the importance of Liquidity Adjustment Facility 1 With re ference to the capital requirement norms, ( 

(LAF) as an instrument of Liquidity Management in the discuss how Basel l is enhancement an 

economy. over Basel II. 10 

(b)Examine the lags observed in the operation of monetary 
(b) Explain the recent developments and reforms in' the 

policy. Treasury Bills Market in brief. 

Describe the Multiple Indicator Approach used by RBI 
(a) uit 3TENT4I FaAM HA (capital 

for monetary policy formulation. requirement norms) R faqaa iyu f6 
Basel Ill f TR Basel II ETR2 (a) 

(6) ISTE a (Treasury Bills) R T (recent) 

Discuss the Assets Classification and provisioning norms 
(b) HT TTA (operation) H tfT faTA 6. (a) 

of a bank in the context of NPAs 
(lags)5 TAT qI 

(b) Describe the various functions/roles performed by RBI 

RBI 3T 15f HfT 37T f T (c) 
8 in Indian Banking and Financial System. 

aTg7 HaT gfToT (Multiple Indicator Approach) 
(a) 31THIETRiTT TfRYTTfT (NPAs) HRi } (a) 

fYPHTT 3TU TTHT TA (Assets 
15 8. Write short notes on any two of the following Classification and provisioning norms) T f 

Futures Contracts Vs Options Contracts in terms of 

hed ing risks (6) RBI ETRT ATRT7 fes a fat T fr 

P.T.O 
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(i) Simple Sum Monetary Aggregates Vs Weighted 

Monetary Aggregates in respect of Conceptualization and 

Operationalization. 

(ii) Interest Rate Vs Monetary Stock as an intermediate 

target in monetary policy. 

fnfey 

() TTa (hedging) i FT 
HT4 (Futures Contracts) gh AT 
(Options Contracts) 

(i) 3qETTUTI (Conceptualization) aYTTA 

(Operationalization) H TYRU THA 
HTS H (Simple Sum Monetary Aggregates) HIH 

4TR AT H4A (Weighted Monetary Agggregates). 
(iii) 

500 8 995 
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1. Do you think the Nehruvian Era (1950-64) was 
able to meet the immediate challenges before 
the Indian economy in 1947 ? Analyzc somc of 
the perceived criticisms of the Nehru-Mahalnobis
strategy of industrialization. 

34T5TAT 5 T 1947 TGI 
37eT4qtT (1950-64) aRTT TEOT T 

8+7-15 TTT5 HTT5 TRT TÜiT z5T TITT ?? 

4. Can Indian reap the benefits of Demographic
Dividends ? What does the available research 
indicate regarding China-India comparison on 
relationship between population dynamics and 
economic growth in these economies ? 6+9=15 

2. Critically evaluate the economic and political 
narrative of the two broad periods of Indian 
economy- (1) 1950-1980 and (2) 1980-2015. Is 
it correct to say that divergence across state's 
per capita GDP were much stronger in the post 
economic reforms period than in the era of 
Hindu growth rate ? 10+5-15 

Given that Health is a major determinant of 

employment opportunities, how do you account 

for the inequities in access to health care 

amongst different socio economic groups in 

India ? What are the possible factors that 
account for under nutrition in India ? List and 

explain. 

5. 

1950-1980 T (2) 1980-2015 a4T 7 HI f5 

3. A very significant outcome from the trends in 

savings and investment rates in Indian 

economy is that Indian economic growth has 

been financed predominantly by domestic 
savings. Analyze. How far would it be correct 
to assert that economic reforms did bring about 
a reduction in poverty ? Substantiate your 
answer with facts. 

10+5-15 

6fe eTTafT ? ATT qUTT 
FTHTT 5IY5 -T ? tra 3 

8+7 15 

2 3 P.T.O. 
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6. Do you agree with the view that India's 
achievement in learning outcomes in the field of 

primary education is still very unsatisfactory ? 

Explain. Why do you.think that female labour force 
participation became oné of the many factors that 
led to jobless growth in India? 10+515 

TT TRT 

? 

7. How far would you agree that the rate of 
poverty reduction has increased.in the post-
reform period, compared to the previou1s 
30-year period? Explain. What do you observe 
about India's inequality by comparing the period 

of 199Os with the earlier period ? 

7. 

9+6-155 

3T H G H ehcHT HEHT TYrr 30 at 

? 

8. Comparing the growth performance of India 

and China essentially understanding different 

patterns and Institutions of these economies. 

Comment. Why is it important to compare India 

with itself also? 8+7 15 

H TT TT 

T RT STAIY5 ? 
2000 4 
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(c) Attempt any three (3) questions from 
Section A out of five (5) any two questions 

Broccoli be given by Demand for Broccoli/ 

out of three (3) in part B. 
Demand for Parsnip=Price of Parsnip/Price of 

Broccoli. Both countries are large enough to 

affect the terms of trade. 

(d) There are no internal choices. All Parts of 
the question attempted is compulsory. 

(e) All questions carry equal marks, i.e.15. 

H d TAA 7, i.e. 15. 

Section - A 

-

1. Let the world consists of two economies China 

and Argentina where only two commodities

Broccoli and Parsnip are consumed.China

requires 3 hours of labour to produce a unit of 

Broccoli and 2 labour hours to produce a unit 
of Parsnip and has 1200 units of labour. 

(a) Draw PPFs for both the countries.What will 

be the relative prices of Broccoli in the 
Argentina on the other hand uses 5 and I labour 

absence of trade in both the countries ? hours to produce one unit each of Broccoli and 

Parsnip respectively and has 800 units of 
labour. Let the world's relative demnand of 

3+3

2 3 P.T.O. 
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(ii) "Market failures may always be dealt as 

directly as possible." Examine this in the 

7 

B? 

(b) If both countries decide to trade, describe context of application of import tariffs. 

the pattern of trade between them. 3 

(c) Briefly explain the gains from trade for the 
3. (i) Two economies, Ecuador and Aruba are two countries. 

4 
considering assisting their technical sector 

for the production of a specific variant of 

microphones. However, both the economies 

are aware beforehand that either of themn 2. (i) "An economy faces trade-off between 
consumption today and consumption in can make profit if only one of them produces 
future even in the absence of international it and both will have to incur losses in case 
capital movements". Discuss this statement 

both gets into its production. Discuss the 
in the light of Standard trade theory using production of this commodity in line with 
suitable diagrams. 8 

the Brander-Spencer theory. Make use of 

the payoff matrix to illustrate it in detail. 

Are there any limitations to the above 

theory ? 

10 

5 P.T.O. 4 
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competition explains that similar 

economies can also have beneficial trade 

due to the presence of economies of scale 

(internal) and imperfect competition in an 

industry. 

(ii) Write a short note on Gravity model of 
international trade. 5 

(a) In light of the above-mentioned theory, 

bring out the long run equilibrium levels of 
Most of the economic theories explaining 

average cost, number of firms and price in 
the pattern of international trade assume 

a closed economy. 6 
two countries to be different from each 

other in some respect or the other for 

beneficial trade to take place between them. 37etarqreT fe 

Paul Krugman, on the other hand while 

explaining his theory of imperfect 

6 7 P.T.O.
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(b) Explain changes in this equilibrium 
position, if any, in the event of such an 

(iii) Give a brief account of Leontief's paradox. 

economy participates in free trade. 

5 Section B 

ef , afe s, T igTT qfRRaf qftqda 
6. (i) ICICI Prudential offers an investment 

(c) Illustrate the relevance of Intra-industry scheme for its investors offering 10% rate 

trade in economy. How is it different from of interest in INR for one year, USA deposits
that of inter-industry trade ? 

on the other hand offers a rate interest of 

qe5 3TeaqqT 3T: - 3ET4TT 2% in dollar on dollar deposits for one 

year.$1 can be exchanged for 50 rupees 

today and is expected to be 55 rupees ina 
one year. Which one of the two investments 

5. (i) What do you understand by the concept of 

5 an investor would prefer if his investment Metzler's Paradox ? 

decision is based only on the rate of return 

6 on the two investments ? THT ? 

(ii) "International factor mobility and free trade 

can substitute for each other". Discuss. 

5 

9 P.T.O. 8 
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a5T 3A $1, 50 5u aafta (11) If an economy operates at full employment 

level of output, is it true that expansionary 

fiscal policy of permanent nature will leave 

the state of economy unchanged where 

? 
exchange rate is perfectly flexible and 

7 (ii) Discuss the impact of change in money capital is perfectly mobile ? 

supply from Federal Reserve Bank and 
European Central Bank on Dollar/Euro exchange rate using suitable diagrams. 

9 

8. (i) Explain using suitable diagram how capital 

flights in the context of expectations 

7. (i) Explain the impact of permanent change 
relating to devaluation under the fixed 

in monetary policy on exchange rate of an 
exchange rate regime. 10 

economy under perfectly flexible exchange 
rate and perfect capital mobility. 8 

10 11 P.T.O. 
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(ii) Briefly explain the concept of Offshore 
banking and Offshore currency tradina 

5 

12 2500 
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(a) Consider a pollution problem involving a paner 

1. 

located on a river and a commercial salmon fishau 
ery 

operating on the same river. The fishery can locate 

one of the two locations-upstream (above the mill) or 
at 

or 
downstream (in the polluted part of the river). Pollution 

lower profits for the fishery: without pollution, profits 

are $300 upstream and $500 downstreamn: with pollution. 

.profits are $200 upstream and $100 downstream The 

mill earns $500 in profits, and a technology exists for it 

to build a treatment plant at the site that completely 

eliminates the pollution, but at a cost of $200. There 

are two possible assignments of property rights: (i) the 

fishery has a right to clean air and (ii) the mill has the 

(2+3+4) right to pollute the river. 

) What is the socially efficient outcome? 

() What are the outcomes under two different 
) THTt TE TRUIT q4T ? 

property rights regime, when there is no 

possibility of bargaining? 

ii) How does your answer to (ii) changes when the 

two firms can bargain costlessly? 

(6) How pecuniary externality is different from other tyPpes 

of externalities. Discuss using an example. (6) 

P.T.O. 
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2. (a) There are large number of commuters who decide 

use either their car or a bus. Assuming that commuting 

time by bus is increasing with the proportion af 

commuters using car (traffic congestion). Let the 

commuting time by bus be B(x) =40 +20x and the 

commuting time by car be C(x) = 20+60x, where x is 

the proportion of commuters taking their car, 0 <xs1. 

to 
Use this model to depict the individual's equilibrium choice of number of hours of iabour when there exists 

a threshold level of income below which income is 
untaxed? 

(7) 

(a) What is the proportion of commuters who will 

take their car if everyone is taking her decision 

independently so as to minimize her own 

fr T AI-AT T44 B(x) = 40 +20x FT commuting time? 

(ii) What is the proportion of car.users that minimize 

(2+2) 
the total commuting time? 

(4) 
(b) Explain the Rat Race problem of externality. 

(c) Investigate using diagram the effect of increase in the 

wage rate on labour supply and, before tax income usin8 

a standard model of consumer 
choice where consumer 

has a given set of preferences over 
consumption 

and 

leisure with utility function given as: 

U-U(x, L-) = U(x, ) 

L is total time endowment, I is labour supply 
and x is 

U0 0 and 0. 
consumption and 

P.T.O. 
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U=U(x, L-1) = U(x, 1) 

TEY L T7 A , I * TTx J7HT T ( 
OU 

>0 FT <0 
OU 

x 

4. (a) How is lump sum tax different from per unit commodity 

tax? Compare between a lump-sum tax anda commodity

tax on a good when the two tax instruments raise the 

same level of revenue. Explain your answer in terms of 

income effect substitution effect and the deadweight 

loss. Use diagram to support your answer. (8) 
3. (a) Compare the tax schedule and the average and marginal 

(b) Explain with diagram how the provision of a public good 

takes place. What is the unique feature of such provision 
tax rates of a proportional and a Progressive flat rate 

income tax. Support your answer with a diagram. 

(7) vis-à-vis the provision of a private good? (7) 

(b) Derive the numerical expression for calculating dead | 

weight loss associated with commodity taxation, clearly 

(4) 
specifying the various elements involved. 

(c) Explain the decentralization theorem in context of 

(4) 
welfare gains from multiple fiscal units. 

P.T.O. 
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5. (a) Suppose the demand curve for movie tickets has unitary 6. (a) Write short notes 6. (a) Write short notes : (4+4) price elasticity and the supply curve is perfectly price elastic. If 3 million tickets are currently sold at a price 
() Taxation of inelastic factors of production 

of $5, approximately how much tax revenue could the 
(i1) Taxation of perfectly elastic factors government generate from a $1 specific tax levied on 

(b) According to M. Govinde Rao and Sudhanshu Kumar 

(7) 

the producers? Plot the demand and supply curve and show the equilibrium. 
(5) what ails the present Indian tax system? 

(b) Highlight the genesis of Goods and Services Tax in India. 
According to Surajit Das how this new tax regime 
addresses the issues an state's autonomy, sharing of 
tax burden between consumers and producers and 

revenue neutral rates. (10) 

7. (a) Explain with the help of an economic model how 
existence of bureaucracy can lead to excessive public 
expenditure. (7) 

b) Explain the tax compliance game with reference to audit 
and evasion decision. 

(8) 

P.T.O. 
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